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East Region
Mike Harrington, Acting Region Manager
Fire armoring habitat projects on Philip
W. Schneider Wildlife Area
The Philip W. Schneider Wildlife Area has had
three major wild fires in 20 years. Large areas of
the wildlife area have experienced landscape
changes with negative consequences for wildlife.
Over the last ten years, department personnel
have implemented habitat projects on the
wildlife area to improve conditions for wildlife
that rely on the area.

Mechanical removal of juniper at Phillip W. Schneider
Wildlife Area

These projects have increased wildlife habitat
quality, while making them more resistant to the
threat of wildfire impact. Projects include 2,224
acres of new juniper tree removal and 400 acres
of re-treatment. These projects reduce juniper
influenced bare ground, increase water
infiltration and provide more shrub and grassland
habitat for wildlife species. Other projects have
treated more than 12,500 acres of grassland to
reduce exotic invasive annual grasses in favor of
native perennial bunch grasses. Projects have
also treated approximately 900 acres of timber
through commercial harvest, allowing more
water and light to penetrate the understory of the
forest and create more forage for wildlife.

Aerial herbicide preparation

The projects of the last ten years have focused on
reducing the catastrophic changes caused by
recent fires. Those efforts have already delivered
more retention of wildlife on treated areas. More
projects are planned and staff will continue to
manage habitat for the benefit of wildlife in this
area.
Declining populations of Bighorn Sheep
on Hart Mountain
Hart Mountain National Antelope Refuge has
held robust herds of California Bighorn Sheep
since 22 individuals were translocated from
British Columbia in 1954. With approximately
34,000 acres of quality sheep habitat, the refuge
was able to sustain and support a population of
greater than 200 sheep for 28 years (1980-2008).
Populations reached a historic peak in 1983 with
an observed 415 individuals.
The Hart Mountain herd has provided source
stock for sheep translocations throughout Oregon
and neighboring western states. In total, 639
sheep have been translocated from the refuge to
other sheep ranges in the west with the majority
of those individuals being translocated within
Oregon. The first hunting season on the refuge
began in 1965 with six total tags, which
increased to over 40 offered tags in 1995. The
population saw its first sustained and concerning
decline in 2009, but remained stable to
decreasing through 2017. A total of 48 sheep
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were observed during the annual aerial survey
conducted in July of 2020, which represents the
lowest count since 1972. The refuge complex
initiated an Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) process in January 2019 focused on
addressing precipitous bighorn population
declines.

Annual total observed bighorn sheep counts at the Hart
Mountain National Wildlife Area from 1954 through 2020

damaged antennas. These antennas detect
passive integrated transponder tags (PIT tags)
injected into fish sampled as juveniles or as
adults at the Columbia River Dams.
PIT tags are widely used throughout the
Columbia River basin to assess population
characteristics by multiple fishery agencies.
Detection data from PIT-tagged fish at Columbia
River dams and throughout the Pacific
Northwest are stored in a centralized data
system. The data is used to monitor migrating
salmon at multiple stages of their life cycle.
Patterns in the movement and survival
measurements are critical pieces of information
for the management of threatened salmon and
steelhead in Oregon.
Our new antennas are located at sites in the
Middle Fork John Day River near Ritter, the
Rock Creek tributary, and at McDonald Ferry on
the lower John Day River. These detection sites

During a two day capture period in January of
2019, Quicksilver Air Inc. (Fairbanks, AK)
performed net gun capture operations on the
refuge. Nineteen sheep were fitted with GPS
collars, including 13 adult ewes and six adult
rams ranging in age from three to six years. By
May of 2020, seven collared sheep remained.
Cougars caused nine of the twelve mortalities;
capture myopathy, human harvest, and one
‘unknown’ caused the other mortalities.
The federal EIS process is ongoing and
scheduled to conclude in March. Oregon
Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) staff
are actively collaborating with the refuge on the
EIS process. They remain committed to applying
appropriate management solutions to this
historically important landscape and bighorn
sheep herd.
New PIT tag antennas answering
questions in the John Day
In the summer of 2020, ODFW staff installed a
new type of fish detection antenna at several
sites in the John Day Basin. These new antennas,
designed by ODFW staff, are made of loops of
electro-magnetic wire encased in PEX plumbing
tubing. Their low profile enhances their
durability during flood and ice events and makes
them easy to redeploy on top of existing but

PIT-tag array located near McDonald Ferry on the John
Day River atop existing, but damaged, antennas (far bank),
allowing quick redeployment

provide valuable information for counting and
estimating survival of salmon and steelhead, and
provide insight into the benefits of restoration
work being implemented in the John Day River.
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The site on the Middle Fork John Day is also
part of the Intensively Monitored Watershed.
Intensively Monitored Watersheds are long-term
research projects designed to deepen our
understanding of how fish populations respond
to habitat restoration. The Middle Fork John Day
work complements other data being collected to
monitor salmon and steelhead (see
http://www.middleforkimw.org). Multiple
interrogation sites located throughout the basin
allow managers to estimate the return of adult
chinook and steelhead prior to spawning.
Estimates derived from these monitoring efforts
provide real-time information for tracking the
recovery of populations. Informed anglers also
use the real-time information for targeted angling
opportunities.

During initial development meetings with South
Coast and the upper Rogue River stakeholder
teams, a winter steelhead, creel survey was
discussed. Based on recommendations made in
those meetings, funding was redirected to
developing this creel survey and winter steelhead
spawning ground surveys within the RSP
planning area.

West Region
Bernadette Graham Hudson, Region Manager
Lower Rogue River winter steelhead
creel
As part of the Rogue-South Coast Multi-Species
Conservation Plan (RSP) development, a lower
Rogue River winter steelhead creel survey was
implemented beginning in mid-December. The
goal of the creel survey is to begin gathering data
on winter steelhead angling pressure, harvest,
hatchery and wild ratio in catch, and catch of
steelhead per angler effort from the mouth of the
Rogue River to the confluence with the Illinois
River at Agness. The creel survey will also
document whether an angler is using the
Electronic Licensing System (ELS) or paper
tagging to help calibrate the ELS.

Anglers at “the Canfield” on the north bank of the Rogue
River

Fire salvage liaison
An ODFW biologist is filling a temporary
Statewide Fire Salvage Liaison position funded
by the Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF).
The liaison is providing fish and wildlife habitat
guidance to ODF and landowners on salvage
logging of 350,000 acres of private timberland.
The salvage logging is occurring on private
timberland within boundaries of the Holiday
Farm, Beachie Creek, Riverside, Archie Creek,
and Obenchain fires in western Oregon.
The liaison has been reviewing large quantities
of fish, wildlife, and habitat data as well as road,
dam, culvert, ownership, and current use
information for lands within the fire perimeters
to develop specific feedback for individual
watersheds. Regular field tour reviews with
ODF, landowners, and timber harvest operators
have been ongoing since mid-November 2020.

A happy Rogue River angler shows his catch to a creel
surveyor

Once burned, any timber left standing is
considered for salvage logging, which must be
done within a year before insect damage occurs
and the timber has lost value. With this
accelerated timeline, the liaison plays an
instrumental role in protecting habitat while
logging occurs. Examples of ODFW liaison
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guidance include felling of hazard trees into
streams and the floodplain rather than harvest,
which will benefit Oregon Conservation Strategy
Species such as coho salmon, winter steelhead,
Cascade torrent salamander, red-legged frogs
and Pacific lamprey.
ODFW headquarters staff, the liaison and ODF
staff collaborated to develop programmatic
prescriptions for buffers and wildlife trees
through the Forest Practices Act’s Alternative
Vegetation Retention Prescriptions rules and
associated Plan for an Alternate Practice (PFAP).
This allows landowners to bypass developing
their own site-specific PFAP and instead use the
programmatic PFAP which provides a more
uniform outcome across multiple landowners
and harvest strategies.

Burned timber in the Rock Creek area of the Archie Creek
fire

Leaf packets tested as method of
capturing larval lamprey
A pilot study to test the efficacy of leaf packets
as a larval lamprey capture method was recently
initiated in the South Willamette Watershed
District by the STEP biologist and statewide
lamprey coordinator. They met with Marion
County Soil and Water Conservation District
staff and deployed experimental leaf packets in
two different Salem streams. After larval
lamprey emerge from redds they drift
downstream to areas with slower water, and fine
sand to burrow into. The hope is leaf packets will
act as attractants the larval lamprey will settle
onto, and then can be collected easily for
enumeration.
Standing burned timber in the Archie Creek Fire area

The packets were deployed in mid-December
and will be removed when stream flows
decrease. If successful, the packets will be a
simple, inexpensive way to test for the
presence/absence of lamprey in streams and
rivers by both biologists and citizen scientists.
This pilot study was initiated to prepare for the
start of a forthcoming research and outreach
project on lamprey. The study has two interrelated goals of filling information gaps on the
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distribution of lamprey, and providing muchneeded outreach to local middle and high schools
in the Salem and Tualatin areas.
This project is a collaboration between Fish
Division and district staff at ODFW and Portland
State University. It is externally funded through
the Pacific Lamprey Conservation Initiative and
Bonneville Power Administration.

The South Willamette Watershed STEP biologist deploys a
packet in mid-December

Close-up view of a leaf packet designed to capture larval
lamprey

Leaf packets ready for deployment

Disease outbreak in pine siskin
Pine siskin is a native bird classified to the finch
family. In the North Willamette Wildlife District,
local wildlife rehabilitation centers have seen a
sharp increase in pine siskin admissions with the
most recent total now up to 119 birds for
December. Historical intakes of pine siskins are
dwarfed by this outbreak with the previous
maximum intake of 28 birds in March 2012.
Salmonella was confirmed as an infectious agent
in an early group of carcasses submitted to the
Wildlife Health Lab.
Salmonella, E. coli and other bacteria along with
viruses, parasites and fungal diseases can be
passed by congregating birds at backyard feeders
that are not cleaned regularly. Pine siskins,
nuthatches, chickadees and other seed-eating
backyard birds are some of the most common
species affected by these diseases. The birds get
infected at the feeders and pass the infection on
when they come into contact with feeder
surfaces, perches, or visit multiple feeders.
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ODFW and rehabilitation centers conducted a
diverse effort of public outreach to address the
suspected primary mode of transmission via
backyard bird feeders and baths. Outreach efforts
included a press release, multiple media
interviews, and social media posts encouraging
the public to regularly disinfect or ideally
completely remove feeders and baths during the
outbreak.

of views were of the video “What to expect if
you encounter a wolf.” Other popular videos
dealt with bear cubs on trail camera, the salmon
life cycle and how-to videos related to
shellfishing and trout fishing. Most viewers live
in the U.S. or Canada, and 70 percent used a
phone or tablet to access our videos.
The Beaver State Podcast made its debut in
2020, with 40 weekly episodes and up to 1,100
downloads per week by year’s end for some
installments. Weekly downloads vary depending
on the topic. Episodes about bears and fish
hatcheries were most popular, bringing over
1,000 downloads each. The average number of
downloads is between 500 and 600 per episode.
The new ODFW Messenger email saw an
increase in the amount of contact the agency has
with customers. The Messenger is geared toward
all customers, with an emphasis on encouraging
people to try new opportunities in the outdoors
as well as highlighting conservation efforts. It
uses photos, videos and brief articles.

A sick pine siskin. This photo was used for outreach to
educate backyard bird watchers on ways to keep their bird
feeders clean

Information and Education
Roger Fuhrman, Information and Education
Administrator
Year in Review: Outreach grows during
2020
ODFW public outreach grew substantially in
2020. Millions of customers, constituents and
even interested parties outside of Oregon
received and interacted with messages via both
new and established channels.
MyODFW.com, the agency website focused on
encouraging people to take advantage of outdoor
opportunities, saw a slight dip in traffic midyear, but ended strong with nearly 10 million
unique page views, a 1 percent gain from 2019.
ODFW.com, the agency business website, saw a
continued slight decline as people and content
move to the other site.
The ODFW YouTube channel saw major
growth, with over 11 million views more than in
2019 and 16,000 new subscribers. The majority

Highlights of the 2020 Messenger:
 14 Email campaigns for the year
 2,999,618 Emails sent
 1,470,996 Emails opened (open rate is
well above the national average)
 11,973 Click Throughs to eCommerce
(Electronic Licensing System)
I&E is excited by the influx of new customers in
2020 and we are using a variety of outreach
strategies to try to keep all customers, old and
new, active and engaged in hunting, angling,
wildlife viewing and conservation.

Oregon State Police
Captain Casey Thomas, Fish & Wildlife
Division
A Fish and Wildlife Trooper and Sergeant
assisted the patrol division with a motor vehicle
crash on Highway 140 West. During the crash
investigation a large mule deer buck head and
portions of its body were found near the crash
site stashed in a tarp under some trees. The
driver of the vehicle stated the deer was road
stuck near Bonanza, Oregon and salvaged for its
meat. Through further investigation two subjects
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Trophy mule deer seized by OSP Fish and Wildlife
Division members

admitted the buck was unlawfully shot near
Bonanza at approximately 12:30 AM. They
stated the buck was spotted with the aid of the
vehicle’s headlights and they both shot the buck
in the head with a .22 magnum rifle. The two
subjects were both issued criminal citations for
Take/Possession of Buck Deer. The rifle, deer
head and meat were seized.
Fish and Wildlife Troopers, including an Oregon
State Police pilot, worked a patrol of the Starkey
winter range road closures. The pilot spotted a
truck with an ATV trailer parked on one of the
road closures and located two ATV’s operating
within the closure near a large herd of elk. The
ATV’s and the riders were contacted by
Troopers on the ground. The operators were a
father with two youth, one of which had a youth
elk tag. A long list of violations were found,
some of which were: operating an ATV with a
loaded firearm, and big game tag not in
possession. Ultimately, the father was cited for
the Travel Management Area violation and
educated and warned for the rest of the
violations.

A Patrol Division Trooper received a call
regarding two elk that had been killed on private
property. The Trooper checked the two male
subjects with the two antlerless elk and they
provided two tags for the elk. Both tags were for
females who were no longer there. Subsequent to
an investigation, Fish and Wildlife Troopers
determined one male subject killed two elk and
the other male subject aided in the unlawful
taking of the two elk. The male subjects used the
female’s tags to tag the elk. The two elk and a
rifle were seized as evidence. One male subject
was cited for Take/Possession of Antlerless Elk x
2 and Lend, Borrow, or Sell Big Game Tag x 2.
The other male subject was cited for
Aiding/Counseling in a Wildlife Offense x 2.

Conservation Program
Andrea Hanson, Oregon Conservation Strategy
Coordinator
Oregon Connectivity Assessment and
Mapping Project update and plans for
winter
Work on the Oregon Connectivity Assessment
and Mapping Project (OCAMP) is progressing
nicely, with draft habitat permeability and
connectivity models being completed for three
species: northern red-legged frog, Pacific-slope
flycatcher and Pacific marten.

Use the following link to learn more about
Travel Management areas and the Access and
Habitat program:
https://myodfw.com/articles/hunting-privatelands-access-habitat-program
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Screenshot from the Conservation Program's video about
the 2021 stamp art contest and winners
Northern red-legged frog

The OCAMP team is finalizing development of
novel methods to validate habitat permeability
models and will begin the process of model
validation soon using species occurrence data
collected from a wide range of partners,
including the public! A bulletin sent out to the
OCAMP Network email list subscribers asking
for species observations generated a lot of
interest, with individuals from all over the state
sharing their observations of many of the
project’s 54 species.
These observations, along with data collected
from ODFW staff, state, federal and nonprofit
partners, and community scientists through
platforms like eBird and iNaturalist, will all aid
in validating OCAMP models, helping ensure
that the final connectivity maps produced by the
team accurately reflect real-world connectivity
for Oregon’s wildlife. Work will continue
throughout the end of winter on development of
habitat and connectivity maps of additional
OCAMP species, including pronghorn,
Columbia spotted frog, greater sage-grouse and
western rattlesnake.
2022 art contest open, collector stamps
and prints available for purchase
Artists throughout Oregon and around the world
are invited to participate in ODFW’s stamp art
competition. Information on entries and how to
purchase prints from past Habitat Conservation,
Waterfowl and Upland Game Bird stamp
contests can be found at:
https://www.dfw.state.or.us/stamp_contest/index
.asp

Step-by-step guide available; Oregon
Wildlife Conservation iNaturalist project

Screenshot of ODFW’s iNaturalist landing page

Conservation program staff created a set of
documents to help new and existing users of the
iNaturalist platform contribute data to the
ODFW project. These instructional documents
can be found here:
https://dfw.state.or.us/conservationstrategy/docs/
iNat_guide_new_users.pdf
https://dfw.state.or.us/conservationstrategy/docs/
iNat_how_to_import_obs_in_batch_edit.pdf

Ocean Salmon and Columbia River
program
Tucker Jones, Ocean Salmon and Columbia
River Program Manager
Summary of Columbia River 2020 nontreaty fall salmon and steelhead
fisheries
Run-size Forecasts and Returns
The pre-season adult forecasts for 2020 fall
salmon returns to the Columbia River included
an expected 420,200 fall Chinook and 140,200
coho; 66 percent and 31 percent of the average
returns since 2000 respectively for each species.
The combined forecast for A/ B-Index upriver
summer steelhead of 95,500 was 32 percent of
the 2000-2019 average.
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Although still preliminary, it appears that all fall
returns of salmon and steelhead exceeded their
forecasts. Adult fall Chinook returns were 123
percent of forecast (~516,000 fish), the coho
return is incomplete, but has already exceeded
the forecast, and the combined A/B-Index
summer steelhead return is currently projected to
be 115 percent of forecast (~109,500 fish).
Management considerations
Columbia River fisheries during the fall
timeframe are complex; multiple ESA-listed
stocks are present, each with its own allowed
take limit, and several limits change with run
abundance.
Due to the relatively low upriver summer
steelhead forecast, multiple restrictive
regulations were utilized to limit take of hatchery
and wild steelhead.
Recreational fisheries
Buoy 10
Because of multiple in-season run upgrades, the
actual length of the Buoy 10 Chinook retention
season exceeded the condensed preseason
expectation (August 14-27) with 17 additional
days provided in September. Preliminary kept
catch estimates include approximately 14,300
Chinook and 6,500 coho from 66,300 angler
trips; hatchery coho retention remained open
throughout the fall.

Commercial fisheries
Mainstem Columbia River
Mainstem commercial gillnet fisheries occurred
during August and late fall (September-October).
All mainstem Chinook fisheries occurred in
commercial Zones 4-5 per Commission policy.
Combined landings for the 15 fall mainstem
periods included approximately 32,600 Chinook
and 2,800 coho.
An additional 14 mark-selective tangle net
periods targeting hatchery coho occurred in
commercial Zones 1-3 between September 30
and October 30. Landings for this fishery
included approximately 4,900 hatchery coho and
900 fall Chinook; about 32 percent of the coho
landings were jacks.
Select area
Oregon fall Select Area commercial fisheries
occurred from August 4 through October 30. In
the sole Select Area in Washington, Deep River,
the commercial fishery occurred later
(September 28 - December 3) to target late stock
coho.
Preliminary landings for fall Select Area
commercial fisheries total approximately 3,000
Chinook and 43,200 coho, which are 18 percent
and 93 percent of the recent 10-year averages,
respectively. About 15 percent of the coho
landings were jacks.

Lower Columbia River
Similar to the Buoy 10 fishery and for the same
reasons, the actual fall Chinook retention season
from Tongue Point to Bonneville Dam was
extended multiple times in-season. However,
opportunity in this river section was more
productive due to Chinook migration timing.
Preliminary kept catch estimates include
approximately 19,800 Chinook and 1,600 Coho
from 89,000 angler trips.

Non-treaty fall ESA impacts
Although final estimates will not be available
until late-February 2021, all preliminary
estimates for combined 2020 recreational and
commercial non-Treaty fall fisheries remained
within allowed limits. Only lower Columbia
River fall Chinook were near the management
limit (14.5 percent used of 14.6 percent
available), and these were the limiting stock for
fisheries managers.

Bonneville to McNary
The mainstem recreational fishery upstream of
Bonneville Dam also benefited from multiple
extensions for Chinook retention. Preliminary
kept catch estimates include approximately 5,600
Chinook and 900 coho from 21,700 angler trips.

Final 2020 fall returns and 2021 forecasts should
be completed by the end of February in time for
the summer and fall fishery planning meetings
referred to as the “North of Falcon” process.

End of field report
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